
STEP 1 - If blind needs to be removed due to limited space. 
Open the container top & bottom. Remove screws from all 4 
corners. Lift complete blind assembly up slightly to disengage 
from lugs at top of inner window frame. 

If you can access the side plugs, then there is no need to  
remove the blind from the wall.

 

Stainless Steel lugs holding the blind assembly to the window.

STEP 2
There is a hex plug situated in centre of what looks like a round 
cap on each grey corner of the blind assembly.

A pointed awl is required to remove the hex plug.
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The grey plug just slides out and is about 10mm long.
Be sure not to loose plug. 

Once the plug has been removed, the 6mm hex-shaped hole 
should be clear.

STEP 3 
Using a 6mm Allen Key rotate anti clockwise and be sure to 
keep pressure against the plug, so as not to pull the spring out 
of container.

This will unscrew the larger plug and will be already putting 
more tension on the spring. Usually 3 to 6 turns should add 
sufficient tension. When enough tension is achieved, while still 
holding plug against container let it turn clockwise a little and 
the plug will lock itself back in. 

Then push in the little hex plug that was removed in earlier.

RE-TENSION EUROVISION WINDOW BLIND
Re-tensioning a EuroVision window blind is quite simple. If the blinds are fitted with block-out at the bottom (rising up) and 
screen at the top (pulling down), the adjustment only needs to be made to top right side of blind. 

Please be sure to read through instructions completely before beginning. 


